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The personalization your consumers expect. 
The seamless integration your dealership needs.

Apollo Sites is a transactional website built to facilitate sales, service and trade-in 

transactions. Everything your customers need to transact is natively built into your 

website, making it less expensive, lightning fast and easy to navigate. It’s the first website 

platform that integrates with your DMS to provide every customer with a unique and 

relevant experience across every touchpoint that results in higher engagement and more 

transactions. It includes a suite of transactional features like one-touch service scheduling 

with built-in pick up and delivery, virtual test drives and digital retailing, to provide an 

unparalleled customer experience.

One website. 
Two experiences. 

3x the results.

featuring

Digital Retailing

Native to your website

Customizable payments

KBB trade value

Make a deposit

Schedule delivery
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The Benefits

All-Inclusive Website Platform
Rather than utilizing 3rd party plug-ins, our all-inclusive 
website platform is seamlessly designed to include all major 
applications, including: finance, trade value, service scheduling, 
digital retailing, video, text, SEO, ADA compliance, and creative. 
Everything your customers need to transact is natively built 
into your website.

Personalized Customer Experience
Your Customers deserve the best, so we designed Apollo 
Sites to provide every customer with a unique and relevant 
experience by integrating with your DMS. In addition to a 
public-facing website, customers that have done business with 
your dealership in the past will have a personalized, Amazon 
Prime-like experience through a personal website dynamically 
customized to their unique information, including vehicle 
history, personalized upgrade offers, coupons, and more. 

Smart Communication
Apollo Sites was designed to help you move more customers down the 
sales funnel with intelligent, action-based emails designed to convert 
passive shoppers into active leads. These automated emails precisely 
re-engage shoppers based on dozens of specific customer actions. For 
example, after visiting your website, customers will receive an email 
with a personalized offer on the exact vehicle they shopped for. On 
the service side, customers will receive an email before their upcoming 
appointment with customized upgrade offers and vehicle appraisal 
options. Our Smart Emails are 100% automated with personalized 
content tailored to every customer. These dynamic emails are 
impossible for CRM’s or humans to create and have 26% higher 
open rates than traditional emails.
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Transactional Features
Apollo Sites was built for a frictionless, transactional customer 
experience. It includes a suite of transactional features, 
like online service scheduling with touchless pick-up and 
delivery, virtual test drives, and digital retailing, to provide 
an unparalleled customer experience. Everything consumers 
need to transact is right at their fingertips.

Integrated Marketing
Because Apollo Sites is integrated with the rest of the Apollo 
Customer Experience Platform, the offers on your website 
will mirror the offers in your other advertising, like digital 
ads, email and direct mail. Providing consistent offers and 
payments across all customer touchpoints builds credibility, 
eliminates pricing confusion, improves engagement rates 
and protects you from state and OEM compliance violations, 
resulting in a higher ROI. Offers are integrated across all Apollo 
applications you activate.

Get Better Results
In today’s competitive online environment, you must have the 
best website to gain market share. On average, Apollo Sites 
returns a 15% Engagement Rate compared to the industry 
average of 5%. Even better, our websites generate a  25% 
Transaction Rate. Apollo Sites stores every transaction at 
your dealership, giving us the ability to show you exactly what 
customers were doing on your website before they serviced 
their vehicle or completed a purchase. This provides unique 
insight into the entire customer journey so you can know what 
campaigns are working, from an email to a search ad to an 
offer on your website. Plus, this data allows us to continuously 
make your website better in a way that nobody else can. 

The Benefits

TeamVelocityMarketing.com/Maserati
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Features

CORE UX/UI 
Responsive/Mobile-First Design
70% of traffic to your website is on a mobile device. The Apollo Sites website platform was designed with a mobile-first approach to ensure the mobile 
experience is just as good as the desktop experience. The layout and content on your website will automatically adapt to fit the device the consumer is 
shopping from.
Data-Driven Themes
Apollo Sites allows you to select from a number of templates developed by data-driven design strategies. After gathering and analyzing user behavior 
data, we engineered the optimal customer flow from initial engagement to final transaction. Our sites have been pressure tested to ensure an optimal 
customer experience with every interaction.
Technical SEO Infrastructure
The Apollo Sites framework is designed for optimal search engine performance and follows all best practice strategies through indexing, sitemaps, 
page speed, accessibility, tagging, content relevance, mobile-friendliness, user experience and more.
Website Hosting
Apollo Sites are built on our own proprietary platform, consisting of a Microsoft stack hosted on the Google Cloud Platform. We develop and fine tune 
our applications to be fast, secure and reliable without being weighed down by third-party constraints. The features built on the Apollo Sites solution 
are designed to work together to provide a frictionless consumer experience.
Google Analytics Integration
Apollo Sites uses Google Analytics to track the number of visitors to your site, the search keywords they use to find your site, the time spent on your 
site, goal conversion and much more.
Goal/Conversion Tracking
Our goal and conversion tracking goes beyond traditional analytics to help you truly understand how consumers are engaging and transacting on 
your website. We track each step a consumer takes throughout the website and provide insight into where they abandon or complete an action.
Compliance Complete
Apollo Sites meet all legal, OEM, and ADA compliance regulations and standards in all 50 states.
Site Manager
Our permission-based Site Manager gives you full control of your website. With our easy-to-navigate interface, you can make important updates 
in real-time.  Whether creating custom content pages or uploading images, Site Manager has all the tools you need to drive more engagement and 
transactions for your dealership.
Automated Sales Specials
Our proprietary Offer Manager dynamically creates new and pre-owned specials that can be featured in a carousel on the homepage. These specials 
automatically update as your inventory changes daily.
Power Search
Power Search enables consumers to quickly search for vehicles by make, body type, payments, or even key features. Making it easier for consumers to 
find a vehicle of interest and customize payments converts more website visitors into buyers. 
Quick Start
Quick Start is a website overlay that sits on top of your site to simplify the consumer’s journey throughout the site. Our data shows that over 60% 
of consumers want to do 1 of 4 things on a dealer’s website: find a car, schedule service, contact the dealer, or value their trade.  Yet, only 2% of 
consumers opt to continue to the homepage. Quick Start provides consumers a quick and direct path to the information they are looking for..  
Dynamic VDP’s
Maximize the consumer experience with Dynamic VDP’s automatically configured to reflect the exact same offers from your ads to the landing page 
based on your store’s specific settings in the Adaptive Pricing Module. For known customers logged into their Customer Website, the VDP’s will reflect 
personalized offers based on unique customer data, like equity and taxes. Customers can easily customize lease, finance and cash payments inclusive 
of rebates, incentives, and trim level features.
Model Research Pages
Model Research Pages wow shoppers with beautiful OEM photos and extensive vehicle details to assist in the vehicle research process. Functioning 
as a virtual vehicle brochure, these pages highlight model features, showcase all trim levels and paint options available, and can even include vehicle 
walk-through videos. They also include special Model Release pages for major new models before they become available. 
Adaptive Pricing Module
APM lets you control what pricing information shoppers see on your SRP and VDP's. Pricing parameters are flexible for cash, lease, and finance, and 
can be customized to ensure you always meet manufacturer compliance standards. You also have the option to land shoppers on a VDP or directly 
into Apollo’s digital retailing application, Transact. 
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Features

Reporting Dashboard
Our reporting dashboard provides intelligent analytics that gives you a competitive edge. Our proprietary technology will uncover what drives your 
business and impacts consumers. Gain insight into the number of website visitors that engage with your marketing, and which of those consumers 
conducted a sales or service transaction. Most website providers cannot measure these critical KPIs which are crucial to determining your ROI.
Call Tracking
Apollo Sites’ call tracking technology powered by CallRevu provides direct attribution on where your sales and service phone calls are coming 
from. Each call is recorded and transcribed so your teams can easily review and manage customer requests. These calls are also integrated into the 
Consumer Journey Reporting so you can see and hear how the customer engaged on their path to purchase.

TECHNOLOGY 

BASE PACKAGE
App Manager

Apollo Sites includes a number of optional applications that the dealer can enable with a simple on/off toggle. App Manager is a backend tool that 
allows you to customize front-end applications to further meet the dealership’s needs.
Finance - Drive more lower funnel leads with our fully integrated finance application.
Value Your Trade - Customers can quickly get the value of their trade in 3 easy steps.
Sell Us Your Car - Exclusive to Apollo Sites, this app gives customers the ability to sell their vehicle to the marketplace.
Reserve Your Vehicle - Allows consumers to make a deposit on any vehicle utilizing paypal integration.   
Dynamic Specials Pages - Automated specials to help you move more inventory. Used cars are selected by days in inventory so you can highlight 
your oldest inventory as a special.
Parts & Accessories Catalogue - Showcase every OEM accessory with images, pricing, and more. (note: Only available when Apollo Service is 
activated)
Test Drive Scheduler - Built with a complete scheduling system, this application allows customers to easily schedule a test drive and provides the 
option to have the car delivered to their desired location or at the dealership.

Offer Manager
Apollo Sites includes the Apollo CXP offer management system to calculate to-the-penny payments on all new and pre-owned inventory and instantly 
generates unique cash, lease and finance offers on every vehicle. All offers reflect current rebates, OEM and regional incentives, taxes and fees, 
applicable disclaimers, and your preferred pricing model. Offers can be applied to ads, VDP’s, and more based on the Apollo CXP applications you 
activate, ensuring full integration and consistency across every customer touchpoint. Offer Manager ensures complete accuracy by recalculating 
payments daily, or whenever pricing settings are changed.
Inventory Manager
Inventory Manager takes the hassle out of merchandising your new and pre-owned vehicles by delivering rich and engaging content to your shoppers 
in real-time. Our proprietary technology allows you to monitor your vehicle count, aged inventory, vehicle photos and more. Plus, with unlimited 
syndication, we can easily deliver your inventory to third-parties to expand your distribution.
Ad Sync
Apollo’s proprietary multi-channel marketing API allows you to advertise your entire inventory across all customer touchpoints. Ad Sync instantly 
pushes ads into every major advertising channel, like Email, Google, Bing, Facebook, and YouTube, to ensure that the content and offers on your 
website are consistent with your campaigns. Ad Sync runs 24/7 to ensure that your ads are always up to date with the latest offers, rebates, incentives 
and more, and will push offers into all activated Apollo CXP applications.
Client Support Team
Our client success team provides ongoing support that evolves with your needs. Our team-based approach means you don't just have one person 
supporting your website, but a team of experts proactively working to ensure your dealership’s success.

PLUS PACKAGE
DMS Integration
Apollo Sites sits on top of your DMS, importing your sales and service transactions daily. This integration allows Apollo Sites to instantly identify 
customers that have previously done business with your dealership. Unique customer data, like equity, current financing, and service history, will be 
accurately reflected throughout your website, providing a truly personalized customer experience.
Upgrade Matrix
Upgrade Matrix is a trade pattern prediction tool that analyzes consumer behavior to identify the most statistically probable upgrade options based 
on the customer’s current vehicle and your dealership’s historial trade patterns. Apollo Sites uses Upgrade Matrix to deliver personalized upgrade 
offers on vehicles they are the most likely to purchase at different points throughout the customer journey, like on their Customer Website.
Command Center
Command Center allows you to view the entire customer journey from a single dashboard. Here, you can track all customer activity and engagement 
on your website and actively engage with shoppers in real-time by customizing prices, making it easy for customers to transact from anywhere. You 
can view which campaigns consumers engaged with, what vehicles they are shopping for, and more through our Digital Customer Journey Report.
Customer Activity Tracker
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Features

Our customer activity tracker monitors all customer shopping activity on your website and sends you Active Shopper Alerts on your top prospects. 
Active Shopper Alerts
Apollo’s Active Shopper Alerts instantly notify you of your top prospects to contact now. Receive alerts when customers are shopping, customize a 
quote, fill out a form, schedule service, complete a high-cost repair order, or contact your dealership from the website. When combined with Apollo 
Sales, you will also be notified of customers in positive equity, with upcoming lease, loan and warranty expirations, and more. Active Shopper alerts 
are delivered to your inbox through a daily summary email, or sent directly into your CRM.
Customer Websites
Apollo harnesses the data goldmines within your DMS to provide every customer a unique, personalized, Amazon Prime-like experience. Apollo Sites 
includes a Customer Website for every customer, dynamically customized to their unique information, including vehicle history, equity position and 
shopping activity. Customer Websites include personalized upgrade offers, recommended vehicles, service coupons and recall notices, all based on 
unique customer data. Customers can access their Customer Website through any outbound communications, like email and direct mail, or with their 
phone number or email address through a secure sign-in feature on your public website.*(note: Recall Alerts are only available when Apollo Service is activated)
ROI Reporting
Apollo Sales provides the highest level of attribution available with a robust ROI report based on the completion of sales and/or service transactions. 
Apollo Sales identifies how customers access your Customer Websites, through engagements like email, digital advertising and direct mail, then tracks 
their entire customer journey to a completed  transaction. (note: The more Apollo applications you activate, the more detailed your ROI report will be)
ADA Compliance
Apollo sites come standard with ADA (American Disabilities Act) compliance. Through our partnership with AccessiBe, our sites are powered by AI 
technology to ensure seamless compliance throughout your consumers shopping journey from initial engagement to final transaction.
Dedicated Account Manager
In addition to the support of your Customer Success Team, your dealership will be further supported by a dedicated account manager. This 
immeasurable support will provide you a direct POC that possesses industry knowledge and strategic expertises to make recommendations that will 
increase the number of engagements and transactions  your dealership receives.

PREMIUM PACKAGE
Smart Communications - Email
Move customers down the funnel with trigger emails designed to convert passive shoppers into active leads. These automated emails precisely 
re-engage shoppers based on dozens of specific customer actions. For example, after visiting your website, customers will receive an email with a 
personalized offer on the exact vehicle they shopped for. On the service side, customers will receive an email before their upcoming appointment with 
customized upgrade offers and vehicle appraisal options.
Service Accelerator
Service Accelerator is a fully-integrated service scheduling application proven to generate 4x the number of service appointments as the leading 3rd 
party providers. It’s the only service application with voice-activated technology, allowing customers to schedule service through devices like Google 
Home. It includes touchless pick-up and drop-off options through integrations with RedCap and Draiver, providing unrivaled convenience for the 
customer. Plus, because Apollo Service integrates with your DMS, all forms auto-populate with the customer’s information for ease and accessibility. 
Even better, it knows the customer’s current vehicle, mileage, active/lost status, service history, and equity to dynamically serve coupons and service 
offers tailored to the customer’s specific needs. The application integrates with Apple Wallet, and has optional CDK integration available. *(note: Customer 
Equity Integration is only available when Apollo Sales is activated. Voice Technology Integration is only available when Apollo Service is activated. Addt’l fee required for CDK integration)
Video Description Videos (VDV's)
Our proprietary technology gathers key data points from your VDPs (like price, key features, mileage, stock number, etc.) and transforms a static page 
into a dynamic and interactive video that is integrated with your website. Our Vehicle Description Videos can be easily shared by dealership personnel 
with consumers to assist them in their path to purchase.
Apollo Transact (Digital Retailing)
Transact is a digital retailing application built natively into Apollo Sites without the need for a 3rd party widget or plug-in. Transact allows customers 
to complete the vehicle purchase process online with the ability to customize payments, check their credit, apply a trade-in, obtain financing and have 
their new vehicle delivered without visiting the dealership. Transact includes a customer text support system so your team can assist at any point 
along the way. (note: Apollo Transact is included with the Apollo Sites Premium Package, but can be activated for an addt’l fee with the Plus Package)
KBB Integration
Leveraging the brand power of KBB (Kelly Blue Book) we’ve fully integrated all KBB values into both Customer Websites and Transact, as well as our  
Value Your Trade and Sell Us Your Car applications. Giving customers a consistent value of their trade across your website, mail, email, and digital 
retailing creates dealer credibility and further improves the customer experience.
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Features

ENHANCEMENTS

Website Enhancements
Apollo Group Sites
Apollo Group Sites are designed to aggregate dealer brands across an entire automotive group, while still representing the individuality of each 
dealership location. Built with integration with your DMS, our Apollo Group Sites offer a centralized location where customers can research your 
brands, search for vehicles of interest and explore the dynamic offers available within your inventory. From enhanced search navigation to delegated 
dealer-specific leads, Apollo Group Sites offer an unparalleled storefront for auto groups to showcase their unique value propositions and offerings 
while reiterating the overall brand identity and values of the group. 
Apollo Text
Apollo Text allows you to connect with shoppers in real-time from mobile or desktop through their preferred method of communication. Apollo 
instantly identifies if the shopper is a current customer and pre-populates responses with the customer’s name, vehicle information, trade value, 
upgrade options, and more, making the conversation seamless. Apollo Text is fully-integrated with Apollo Sites. (note: Apollo Text can be activated for an addt’l fee)

SERVICES
SEO Base
Managed SEO services designed to increase Organic visibility for Sales and Service keywords in targeted local markets. SEO Base service includes 
recurring on-site optimizations, new content generation, competitor SEO analysis, link-building, Google My Business management, and monthly
SEO reporting.
SEO Plus
Managed SEO services designed to increase Organic visibility for Sales and Service keywords in targeted local markets. SEO Plus includes everything in 
SEO base, additional on-site optimization and link efforts, and Google My Business Posts.
Custom Creative
Our creative team provides your dealership with modern and memorable designs that stand out and drive further engagement. When developing 
custom banners, emails, or social media assets, our team is diligent to ensure that your assets not only look great, but also perform at maximum 
capacity to ensure they do not slow down the speed of your website.
DMS Write-Back
Integrating with CDK ensures that all service appointments scheduled through our platform will be reflected in your DMS, making it easy for you to 
view all appointments from one place. 
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